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Abstraet 

This paper describes а system for combined morphological disambiguation and 

dependency parsing and applies it to cross-lingual parsing oftwo under-resourced 

Turkic languages, Crimean Tatar and Tuvan. The system is based on finite-state 

morphological analysis followed Ьу greedy transition-based dependency parsing. 

We show that it is possiЬle to parse а related Turkic language using only а 

Treebank designed with another Turkic language in mind. 
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syntactic trees, cross-language analysis. 
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Аннотация 

В данной статье описана система для комбинированной 

морфологической неоднозначности и синтаксического анализа зависимостей 

и применяет его к кросс-язычной разборе двух стран с ограниченными 

ресурсами тюркских языков, крымскотатарских и тувинских. Система 
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основана на конечном состоянии морфологического анализа с 

последующими жадными в разборе перехода на основе зависимостей. 

Покажем, что можно разобрать, связанную с использованием тюркского 

языка только Treebank разработан в виду с другим тюркскими языками. 

Ключевые слова: сиитактический анализ, грамматика зависимостей, 

машинное обучение, банки сиитактических деревьев, межъязыковой анализ. 

1 lntroduction 

Morphological and syntactic analysis are the stepping stones for more 

complex language processing applications, such as machine translation, 

information retrieval, question-answering, and many others. We also explore the 

applicability of the joint method to cross-lingual parsing. Cross-lingual techniques 

are applied to different tasks, such as sentiment analysis (Wan, 2009), word sense 

disamЬiguation (Lefever et al., 2010), and others. The principal idea behind cross

lingual language processing is to apply the resources ( e.g. corpora, treebanks, 

analysers) of one language to process а different language, which is usually under

resourced. Although cross-lingual dependency parsing has been performed before, 

Ьу e.g. Xiao et al. (2014) and Tiedemann (2015), it did not benefit from comЬined 

morphosyntactic disamЬiguation. This work presents а free/open-source tool for 

comЬined morphological and syntactic parsing, and uses it to experiment with 

applying а parsing and disamЬiguation model trained on а Kazakh treebank to 

parse two related languages, Crimean Tatar and Tuvan. 
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Treebank Morphology 
Train Dev Test р м D Coverage Ambiguity 

Kazakh 2,849 717 950 29 234 29 98.4 1.28 
Tuvan 855 19 125 26 99.6 1.19 
Crimean Tatar 639 19 103 26 99.5 1.77 

ТаЬiе 1: Statistics forthe corpora, Р is the set ofpart ofspeech tags, М is the setofunique morphological 
analyses and D is the number of dependency relations used. 

2 Related work 

Joint syntactic and morphological parsing (also called joint disambiguation) has emerged as 
an effort to improve parsing accuracy for languages with rich morphology, for which the stan
dard parsing techniques perform poorly. One of the first experiments discussing the benefits 
of joint processing was carried out Ьу Tsarfaty (2006). Tsarfaty explored the effects of joint 
morphological segmentation and part-of-speech tagging on parsing quality for Hebrew: the 
model that performed segmentation and tagging jointly had an advantage over the pipeline ap
proach. Cohen et al. (2007) make the next step in joint parsing and include syntactic relations 
into their model. They trained two analysers, the first ofwhich includes segmentation and part
of-speech tagging modules, and the second performs constituency parsing. The analysers are 
combined using the "product of experts" leaming technique, which takes the product of in
dependent probability functions to produce the final result. This work is also concemed with 
Modem Hebrew. Goldberg and Tsarfaty (2008) have developed the first model that incorpo
rated morphology and syntax as а single classifier, as opposed to the two separate classifiers 
of Cohen et al. (2007) and achieve better results. Further experiments with joint morphologi
cal and syntactic disambiguation have explored its effects on parsing both morphologically rich 
languages and languages with high ambiguity ofword forms, such as Chinese and English. Li et 
al. (20 11) have developed several joint parsing models for Chinese, which incorporate different 
features and use various pruning strategies to reduce search space. These models have shown 
improvement over the pipeline models for Chinese. Similar work has been done Ьу Bohnet 
and Nivre (2012), who also proposed to use the joint technique for dependency parsing, as op
posed to constituency parsing in the works previous to this. Bohnet and Nivre develop а parser 
and experiment with Czech, German, English and Chinese, achieving state-of-the-art accuracy. 
<;etinoglu et al. (2013) use this parser to process Turkish, and also report an improvement in 
parsing accuracy. Bohnet, Nivre, et al. (2013) further expand dependency parsing models Ьу 
adding more sophisticated morphological information, and using word clusters to incorporate 
lexical information into the model. In addition, joint models may also deal with sub-word seg
ments, and а number of works for Chinese word segmentation demonstrate improvement over 
the pipeline models (see e.g. Jiang et al. (2008), Kruengkrai et al. (2009), Sun (2011), and 
Zhang et al. (2008)). 

3 Data sets and resources 

Kazakh For training and testing we use the treebank developed Ьу Tyers and Washington 
(2015). This consists of 402 sentences from different domains: leamers' books, folk 
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Language 
Kazakh 
Tuvan 
Crimean Tatar 

Gold tags 
71.7 
71.9 
79.0 

Pipeline 
61.4 
50.4 
64.0 

Oracle 
61.8 
51.0 
73.8 

ТаЬiе 2: Reference results (labelled attachment score, LAS) for the three languages in question. Gold 
tags means that the input to the parser was the part-of-speech tag and morphological information from 
the test corpus; Oracle is the result of parsing all the possiЬle paths and selecting the one with highest 
LAS; Pipeline is the result of applying the statistical disambiguator described in Assylbekov et al. (20 16) 
trained on the Kazakh treebank. Note that the Oracle may Ье lower than using the Gold tags as the 
morphological analyser may not cover all forms or retum all valid analyses. 

tales, legal texts and Wikipedia articles. The morphological analyser used was Ьу Wash
ington et al. (2014) and for pipeline disambiguation we used the hybrid tool developed Ьу 
Assylbekov et al. (2016), consisting ofapproximately 150 hand-written rules in constraint 
grammar and а statistical model. 

Tuvan For testing we used 115 grammar-book sentences from Anderson et al. (1999) anno
tated for universal dependencies (Nivre et al., 2016) distributed with the morphological 
analyser described in Tyers, Washington, et al. (2016). 

Crimean Tatar For testing we use а treebank consisting of 150 grammar-book sentences from 
Kavitskaya (2010) annotated for universal dependencies. The morphological analyser is 
availaЬle from the apertium- с rh package1 under development at the Apertium project. 

4 Reference system 

In order to assess the capabilities of а combined parsing model, we have performed exper
iments with а non-combined reference parser. This parser is purely syntactic, and the part
of-speech and morphological information is pre-disambiguated. The non-combined parser is 
а basic greedy transition-based implementation as described Ьу КйЬlеr et al. (2009). We used 
the decision tree classifier and its internal tuning and cross-validation algorithms that have been 
implemented as part ofthe scikit -1еа rn module for Python (Pedregosa et al., 2011) 

In order to choose the best feature set for the model we performed experiments with different 
combinations of features, testing the performance of each set against the development set for 
Kazakh. The combination of features which resulted in the highest labelled-attachment score 
was chosen. This was part-of-speech, lemma and morphological information for the word at 
the top of the stack and the first four words at the front of the buffer. 

Using the model described above, we conducted three experiments to determine the bound
aries of what the combined model сап achieve given our data. Each experiment has been run 
on the Kazakh corpus. In addition, we performed two cross-lingual experiments: the Crimean 
Tatar and Tuvan test сагрога were using the model trained on Kazakh data. The experimental 
results are summarised in ТаЬlе 2. 

1 https://svn.code.sf.net/p/apertium/svn/incubator/apertium-crh/ 
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Gold The model was giveп the uпambiguous iпput ofthe gold part-of-speech апd morpholog
ical aпalysis from the testiпg sectioп ofthe corpus. 2 This gives ап upper bouпd оп per
formaпce ofthe pipeliпe model. If our disambiguator had 100% accuracy with respect to 
the corpus, this is the parsiпg performaпce we could expect to achieve. 

Pipeline This model сап Ье coпsidered to Ье the state of the art for each laпguage. The output 
ofthe morphological aпalyser is first disambiguated (Ьу а hybrid disambiguator, see As
sylbekov et al. (2016)) апd the best output ofthat disambiguatioп is giveп to the parsiпg 
model. 

Oracle With this model, each path from the lattice output (see Figure 1) Ьу the morphological 
aпalyser is expaпded апd parsed. The resultiпg output is scored with labelled-attachmeпt 
score, апd for each sепtепсе, the best score is takeп. This сап Ье coпsidered to Ье the 
upper bouпd of performaпce for the combiпed model. 

4.1 Formats and metrics 

As the Kazakh treebaпk takes advaпtage ofthe пеw tokeпisatioп staпdards iп the CoNLL-U for
mat,3 апd the parser опlу supports CoNLL-X, certaiп traпsformatioпs were пeeded to perform 
the experimeпts. The corpus was flatteпed with coпjoiпed tokeпs receiviпg а dummy surface 
form. The coпverted data is availaЬle aloпgside the origiпal. 

Furthermore it was пecessary to соте up with а пеw format for expressiпg ambiguous aпal
yses iп а format similar to the CoNLL series offormats. The format is ideпtical to CoNLL-U, 
but allows for each ID to Ье repeated with а differeпt aпalysis. 

ID FORМ LEMMA UPOS XPOS FEATS HEAD REL DEPREL MISC 
1 Осыида осыида ADV adv 
1 Осыида осы PRON pm 
2 орыс орыс NOUN n 
3 пшиде ТlЛ NOUN n 
4 сейлейтiн сейле VERВ n 
4 сейлейтiн сейле VERВ n 
5 адам адам NOUN n 
6-8 барма 

б барма бар ADJ n 
7 барма е VERВ сор 

8 барма м а PART qst 
9 ? ? PUNCT sent 

5 Combined model 

5.1 Prep rocessing 

As both Crimeaп Tatar апd Tuvaп lack ап aппotated corpus with which to traiп а part-of-speech 
tagger or morphological disambiguator, so the iпput to the parser is а lattice (see Figure 1) rep-

2This is equivalent to taking the first six columns of CoNLL-U foпnat and feeding them to the parser. 
3 http://universaldependencies.org/format.html 
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осы е орыс 

PRN СОР NOUN 
DEM.LOC AOR.3 NOM 

осы 

PRON 
DEМ.LOC 

осында 
ADV 

Осында 
Here 

е 

СОР 
AOR.3 

орыс 

NOUN 
NOM 

ор 

V.TV 
COOP.IМP.2.SG 

орыс 

Russian 

тiл 
NOUN 
РХЗ.LОС 

тiлiнде 
language 

сейлейтiн адам 
speaking person 

бар 
NOUN 

NOM 

барма 
existing 

Figure 1: An example of ambiguous tokenisation for the sentence Осында орыс тiлiнде сейлейтiн 
адамбар ма? "Is there а person here who speaks Russian?" in Kazakh. The tokenisation path expressed 
in the treebank is in bold. 

ROOT 
advmod 

Осыида орыс пшнде сейлейтiн адам бар _ ма ? 
1 3 7 8 10 12 13 14 15 

~------!-
~ 

Figure 2: The dependency tree for the sentence given in Figure 1. 

resenting the ambiguous output of the morphological analysers. The morphological analysers 
also perform tokenisation on the basis of а left-to-right longest match algorithm described in 
Garrido-Alenda et al. (2002). The mapping between space-separated 'surface forms' and syn
tactic tokens is non-trivial. In some cases а single surface token is equivalent to а single syn
tactic token (as in сейлейтiн 'speaking' in Figure 1), in other cases, multiple surface tokens 
may result in multiple syntactic tokens (as in бар ма 'is existing?' in Figure 1). There are 
а number of factors involved in determining if multiple surface tokens should Ье treated as а 
single token, including: does the token undergo any morphophonological processes? ( e.g. the 
question suffix ма may also appear as ме, ба or бе depending on the ending of the previous 
token), and does an extra syntactic token (e.g. the zero-copula in the third person aorist) need 
to Ье introduced? 

5.2 Morphological disambiguation 

Having performed the baseline experiments, we have set out to develop the combined syntactic 
and morphological parser. We took our syntactic parser as а base and added the capability to 
do morphological disambiguation. We treat morphological disambiguation as а classification 
task, similar to determining the best next transition in the dependency parser. In this case, 
the items to classify also are configurations, and the label assigned to each is а concatenation 
of the part-of-speech and the morphological tags of the first word in the buffer. In reality, 
the entity classified is the first word in the buffer, but because we use the features from other 
parts ofthe configuration, technically, we classify configurations. We have chosen to perform 
disambiguation of the first word in the buffer. On one hand, it is best to disambiguate as late 
as possiЬle, so that the syntactic parser can benefit from additional information for as long as 
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Language Pipeline Comblned Oracle 
Kazakh 61.4 63.2 61.8 
Tuvan 50.4 58.4 51.0 
Crimean Tatar 64.0 62.4 73.8 

ТаЬiе 3: Results 

possiЬle. On the other hand, all transitions in the syntactic parser assume that the tokens are 
already disambiguated, and that the words that may participate in transitions are the first word 
in the buffer and the first word on the stack. Therefore, disambiguation happens just before the 
word сап potentially participate in any transitions, but not earlier. We check ifthe buffer front 
needs disambiguation before predicting every following transition. We also accommodate for 
ambiguous tokenisation when the analyser may need to split а single 'surface form' into several 
structural tokens, which later form the dependency relations (for example, tokens бар ма in 
Figure 1 ). In this case, these tokens are unwrapped, and both the buffer and the underlying 
sentence shift to make place for the extra tokens. 

The features we use for morphological disambiguation are the same as for dependency pars
ing, with а minor change. Because we only disambiguate the token when it reaches the buffer 
front, the features concerning other items in the buffer were modified to work with ambiguous 
tokens in the following way: 

form: returns the form of the first analysis, or the unifying surface form for several syntactic 
tokens, ifthere are multiple; 

part-of-speech: returns the ambiguity class of the token, i.e. а concatenation of all distinct 
part-of-speech tags seen in the analyses for this token. For the token орыс this would Ье 
NOUNIVERB. 

morphological features: returns nothing if the token is ambiguous. 

The dependency parser drives the process: it moves the state from one configuration to 
another Ьу determining the next transition, until the buffer is empty. The classifier for morpho
logical disambiguation works as а supplementary tool at each step, selecting the best analysis 
for the buffer front as described in the section above. 

6 Cross-lingual parsing 

It was necessary to make а number of small changes to the annotation scheme for the Crimean 
Tatar and Tuvan treebanks as the annotation conventions for а number of phenomena are not 
yet completely standardised. The universal dependency relation iobj 'second oЬligatory argu
ment' (typically indirect object) is called arg in the Tuvan data, and nmod: rcp in the Crimean 
Tatar data. These were standardised to iobj. The Crimean data used ас1: re1c1 for relative 
clauses, where the Tuvan and Kazakh data used ас1. We standardised on ас1. Finally, both 
Crimean Tatar and Tuvan distinguished clausal subjects, csubj from nominal subjects nsubj, 
а distinction which is currently not made in the Kazakh treebank, so we collapsed both ofthese 
labels into а single subj label. 
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Тhеге wеге also а nuтЬег of idiosyncгacies left in place, fог ехатрlе nsubj : caus fог 

causative subjects if veгbs in Сгiтеаn Таtаг. Тhеге wеге no exaтples of this phenoтenon 
in the Tuvan ог Kazakh data. 

7 Discussion 

7.1 Error analysis 

We analysed the erroгs таdе Ьу the dependency рагsег and the тorphological disaтbiguation 
coтponent. This section гeports the соттоn епог pattems we discoveгed. We have observed, 
although to а lesseг extent than in the pipeline тodels, the епог accuтulation effect: if the 
тorphological classifieг selected an incorrect analysis fог а given token, it will very likely enteг 
an incorrect dependency гelationship, which will at least partly affect the рагsе tгее. The erroгs 
at this point тау Ье incorrect tokenisation ( cases when one surface form is analysed as seveгal 
lеттаs), incorrect part-of-speech label, ог incorrect тoгphological analysis. PгedictaЬly, the 
рагsег also тakes erroгs ofits own, assigning incorrect head and/oг dependency labels when the 
тorphology has been deteгтined correctly. We should note that the тistakes аге not language
specific, and гереаt acгoss diffeгent сагрога- which is not very surpгising, provided we used 
the sате тodel to рагsе theт. The fiгst, and peгhaps the тost expected category of erroгs 
deals with part of speech aтbiguity. Woгds like bu 1 ба 'this' and о 'that' сап Ье classified 
as deteгтineгs, deтonstгative pronouns, ог peгsonal pгonouns (о as 'that' vs 'he'); Ыr 'one' 
сап Ье а nuтeгal ог an indefinite deteгтineг, the distinctions not always correctly таdе Ьу 
our тodel. It also tends to select the substantive inteгpгetation оvег an attгibute adjective, an 
епог which has surfaced in the Tuvan and Kazakh согрога. Sоте of part of speech erroгs аге 
соттоn; otheгs аге таdе due to lack of tгaining data. Fог ехатрlе, the Kazakh woгd кеп 
'таnу' was тisclassified once as an adjective as opposed to а determineг, and once correctly 
classified as an adveгb, but it neveг occurred in the tгaining coгpus. In cases when part of speech 
has been deteгтined correctly, the тoгphological information тау have not been. The тost 
соттоn source of such erroгs is the distinction between vегЬ forms. Тhеге аге cases when 
passive tгansitive veгbs have been classified as intгansitive, and when the tag fог а participle 
fогт has been assigned instead of (the correct) tag fог veгbal adveгb form. These particulaг 
distinctions, howeveг, have been up to debate in the annotation guidelines of the corpus, and 
сап also depend on the inteгpгetation. Otheг тorphological erroгs агетоге stгaightforwaгd and 
гeveal that the рагsег тау Ье гаthег ignoгant about the surrounding woгds. Fог ехатрlе, the 
vегЬ басталды 'started' was classified twice as plural гаthег than singulaг, even though it had 
а correctly determined singulaг subject. In geneгal, having тоге context тау iтprove paгsing 
accuracy, although at а cost of considering тоге possibilities at each step. А соттоn епог that 
speaks in favour ofthis is finding тultiple subjects in гаthег siтple sentences- а pattem that 
is infгequent in tгaining data, and that could have been betteг leamed. Consideг а the Сгiтеаn 
Таtаг sentence in Figure 3 in, wheгe thгee woгds- ту Ьгоthег, every, and day- have been 
tagged as subjects. 

We suspect that in such cases the рагsег ( especially having таdе an incorrect part of speech 
decision) assigns the гelation that is тost likely given а local context. It does not consideг the 
likelihood of а 6-woгd sentence having 3 subjects, knowledge of which would significantly 
iтprove its регfогтаnсе. 
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ROOT ROOT 

nsubj 

~~~ 
Menim agam er kйn :jeerde ola Menim agam er kйn :jeerde ola 
Му brother every day city.LOC 1s Му brother every day city.LOC is . 

Figure 3: Multiple subjects in а simple sentence Figure 4: Treebank parse for Figure 3 

Finally, а small fгaction of erroгs соте fгom гаге categories, which have not been encoun
teгed often enough during tгaining. Fог example, the only instance of а 'vocative' гelation in 
the Kazakh testing coгpus has not been correctly determined, but it only occurred twice in the 
tгaining coгpus. Anotheг example is the dependency label 'paгataxis', which signifies а гelation 
between the main vегЬ and the clause afteг а colon ог а semicolon. This гelation has no overt 
signs of cooгdination ог suboгdination, and is theгefoгe difficult to leam, especially given the 
10 instances (0.3%) in the tгaining corpus. 

7.2 Future work 

Тhеге аге а numbeг of avenues fог future woгk. One aspect we would like to impгove concems 
the output ofthe moгphological analyseг. At the moment the lattice we give to the рагsег is un
weighted, that is all of the analyses аге consideгed equally ргоЬаЬlе. Howeveг, this is unlikely 
to Ье the case. А noun гeading fог the woгd орыс 'Russian' is fаг тоге likely than the coopeг
ative impeгative of the vегЬ ар 'геар with me!'. It is possiЬle to apply weights to а finite-state 
tгansduceг eitheг using соrрога, ог linguistic knowledge, and this is something we would like 
to incorpoгate into the model. On а similaг vein, we would like to expeгiment with adding rule
based constгaints. Given а small ог non-existent tгeebank (in the case of cгoss-lingual paгsing), 
is it possiЬle to wгite simple rule-based constгaints which could Ье incoгpoгated into the model 
? These constгaints could Ье ofthe type "А clause may have at most one subject", "The copula 
vегЬ cannot Ье the гооt of а sentence" ог "А peгsonal pгonoun in nominative is neveг а nominal 
modifieг". In considering the model, we would like to implement а геаl joint model, wheгe we 
have а single classifieг which pгedicts both the best tгansition and moгphological disambigua
tion in а single step. Looking at adding woгd-embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013), which can 
Ье calculated fгom inexpensive monolingual сагрога would also Ье an inteгesting avenue fог 
future woгk. Finally, we would like to apply this woгk to otheг Turkic languages, and possiЬly 
use the рагsег to bootstгap tгeebanks fог otheг Kypchak languages. 

8 Concluding remarks 

This woгk has been concemed with cгoss-lingual dependency paгsing enhanced Ьу morpho
logical disambiguation. We have developed а combined syntactic and moгphological рагsег, 
which is tгansition-based and opeгates with two independent classifieгs. We have shown that 
it is possiЬle to use the classifieгs tгained on Kazakh data to рагsе сагрога in Cгimean Таtаг 
and Tuvan. Afteг adding moгphological disambiguation to the dependency paгsing pгocess, we 
have impгoved the paгsing quality fог Kazakh and Tuvan оvег the baseline scoгes. All of the 
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code and data used in the experiments сап Ье found on GitHub.4 
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